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Tuesday 5 November 2013

This regular newsletter is our way of keeping you informed about
what’s happening with the Gold Coast Light Rail project.

Get on board!
G:link on track for 2014
Construction of the G:link system is on track with passenger operations set to commence in mid 2014 as scheduled.
Late last month the project reached a major milestone with track laid over the final intersection. A total of 52
intersections have now been crossed along the 13-kilometre system with 91.5 percent of track laid to date, equal to
21 Sydney Harbour Bridges laid end to end.
Across the project 302 overhead line poles have been installed and 12 intersections have tram signals with motorists
becoming familiar with the new ‘T’ signals at light rail intersections.
Stations continue to take shape with all 16 currently under construction. In Southport, a total of six stations have been
energised as part of the Testing and Commissioning phase and the Depot is operational housing five of 14 Flexity 2
trams.

GoldLinQ CEO Phil Mumford said the system is on track for operations with trams now testing along a stretch of four
kilometres.
“This is a major milestone for the G: and although you cannot catch a tram, you must still be aware of trams in the
network running at varying speeds,” Mr Mumford said.
“The construction and testing phase is well progressed and the system is on target for passengers in mid 2014.”
A safety video has been launched to the community to educate locals and visitors on how to safely interact with the
light rail system. Click here to view.
Get on board!

In the Community

Bombardier wins again

Project News

Only the best for the GC

Recognition for light rail’s Kids staying safe
leading lady
Schools around the Gold Coast have

Gold Coast light rail Design and
Construction Joint Venture partner
and supplier of the system’s trams,
Bombardier Transportation, was
named Manufacturer of the Year for a
third consecutive time at the 2013
Light Rail Awards in London last
month.
Bombardier impressed the judges
with its commitment to technological
innovation, reliability and customer
service across the globe, confirming
the company’s position as a global
leader.
Every year more than 4,000
Bombardier trams and light rail
vehicles move millions of people in
more than 75 cities across Europe,
Asia, Australia and North America. A
fleet of 14 Bombardier Flexity 2 trams
will service the Gold Coast light rail
route, delivering the city a truly world-

On Friday 18 October the 2013
National Association of Women in
Construction (NAWIC) QLD/NT
Crystal Vision Awards were held at
Royal International Convention
Centre in Brisbane.
The awards showcase the
achievements and industry
advancements of Queensland and
Northern Territory women in
construction.
We’re delighted to announce that the
light rail’s Environment and
Sustainability Manager, Anna was
awarded the 2013 Award for
Achievement in Safety, Health and/or
Environment.
One of eight finalists, Anna has more
than 20 years experience in the
construction industry and is positively

been learning valuable lessons about
tram safety as G:link trams continue
to test on the new system.
To date the project has presented to
more than 10,000 students at school
assemblies and will continue to roll
out a dedicated schools safety
program in the lead up to operations
in June 2014.
Safety is everyone’s responsibility
and it is important to remember:
Look up and see the danger! Our
overhead lines are energised and
you should always treat them with
extreme caution.
Never run out in front of trams.
Cross only at designated
crossings.
Trams are quiet so make sure you
look both ways before crossing the

class public transport experience.
The Flexity 2 is the most up-to-date
and technologically advanced tram
Bombardier manufacture. At 43.5
metres long, 2.65 metres wide and 60
tonnes, the Flexity 2 can carry as
many passengers as six standard
buses in air-conditioned comfort.
Five Flexity 2 trams have arrived on
the Gold Coast and have commenced
testing on the streets of Southport
from Southport Station on Nerang
Street to the Gold Coast University
Hospital Station in Parklands.

raising the profile of women in the
industry.
Anna has led and pulled together a
strong Environment and Sustainability
team which is delivering the highest
quality environment and sustainability
management program as part of the
project.
The Gold Coast’s environment has
been a major consideration in
delivering the system which includes
the management of waterways in and
around the light rail alignment,
regional ecosystems at the northern
end of the alignment, cultural heritage
aspects, along with the usual
sediment and erosion, noise,
vibration and dust issues associated
with construction activities.
Congratulations to Anna for winning
this prestigious award.

tracks.
Stay alert! Don’t be distracted by
music, games or phone
messages.
Step over the rail to avoid slipping,
tripping or getting your heel caught
in the rail.
When driving it’s imperative to
always obey the road rules and
signs. Trams use the same traffic
light signals through intersections
as other road traffic.
You can keep-up-date with the latest
testing activities by clicking here or by
signing up to the weekly construction
update. If your business, school or
community group would like safety
materials or a presentation please
contact the team on 1800 937 377.

Community Grants open!
The final round of the Gold Coast
Light Rail Community Grants are now
underway with applications to be
received by 30 November 2013.
The program is aimed at giving back
to the Gold Coast community,
providing grants of up to $2,000 to
support local groups and projects that
will deliver lasting benefits to the city.
We are seeking applications from
projects and groups that will provide
lasting community benefit in the
areas of:
• Healthy and active living.
• Community.
• Safety.
• Youth.
• Environment.
• Public transport.
Click here for further information.
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